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Abstract 11 

Information extraction (IE), which aims to retrieve meaningful information from plain text, has been 12 

widely studied in general and professional domains to support downstream applications. However, 13 

due to the lack of labeled data and the complexity of professional mechanical, electrical and 14 

plumbing (MEP) information, it is challenging to apply current common deep learning IE methods 15 

to the MEP domain. To solve this problem, this paper proposes a rule-based approach for MEP IE 16 

task, including a “snowball” strategy to collect large-scale MEP corpora, a suffix-based matching 17 

algorithm on text segments for named entity recognition (NER), and a dependency-path-based 18 

matching algorithm on dependency tree for relationship extraction (RE). 2 ideas called “meta 19 

linking” and “path filtering” for RE are proposed as well, to discover the out-of-pattern 20 

entities/relationships as many as possible. To verify the feasibility of the proposed approach, 65MB 21 

MEP corpora have been collected as input of the proposed approach and an MEP semantic web 22 

which consists of 15978 entities and 65110 relationship triples has been established, with an 23 

accuracy of 81% to entities and 75% to relationship triples, respectively. A comparison experiment 24 

between classical deep learning models and the proposed rule-based approach was carried out, 25 

illustrating that the performance of our method is 37% and 49% better than the selected deep 26 

learning NER and RE models, respectively, in the aspect of extraction precision.  27 

Keywords：information extraction, MEP, rule match, named entity recognition, relation extraction, 28 

natural language understanding, semantic web. 29 

1 Introduction 30 

With the development of the architecture, engineering, construction, and facility management 31 

(AEC/FM) industry, a great amount of data has been accumulated in recent years. To break through 32 

the traditional analysis and management methods by making use of these data, and thus accelerating 33 
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the intelligent development of civil engineering, quite a lot of researches have been conducted to 34 

utilize the acquired big data, proving that data-driven engineering knowledge discovery is feasible. 35 

However, mining the disorganized data including the large amounts of unstructured data that stored 36 

in the form of natural language is of high technical requirements, thus hindering the wide application 37 

of raw data. Only if the data is organized to become a knowledge-aware facility for general 38 

application can data be utilized by ordinary people.  39 

One typical and important scenario of generating the knowledge is to extract useful information 40 

from plain texts expressed in natural language. This information extraction (IE) process is usually 41 

divided into the following sub-tasks [1]: named entity recognition (NER), relationship extraction 42 

(RE), and event extraction (EE). NER aims to find subjects related to the information from the text, 43 

while RE and EE try to link these subjects together to form a complete information group with logics 44 

inside. With these tasks, multiple triples can be obtained in the form of {head entity, relationship, 45 

tail entity} from plain text. These triples can be organized in a graph structure called semantic web 46 

[2], or knowledge graph (KG) [3], by further processing. These semantic webs or KGs provide 47 

support for some downstream applications, such as information retrieval (IR), question answering 48 

(Q&A), etc. They are particularly useful in domains in which there are high requirements for 49 

professional knowledge. For example, a triple {total thrust, positive correlation, forward digging 50 

speed} indicates that when the forward digging speed is not positively correlated to the total thrust 51 

during the operation of a tunnel boring machine, some potential safety incidents might happen 52 

because of machine faults or sudden changes in the stratum. This kind of knowledge can be 53 

embedded in the control system to improve the safety level of construction.  54 

On the other hand, the mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) engineering, which is a 55 

significant component of a building and costing over 65% within the building lifecycle [4], has 56 

accumulated a lot of knowledge and experiences in the forms of industry specifications, technical 57 

manuals, engineering reports, research literature, etc. These text-based materials are mainly used to 58 

describe the relevant characteristics, attributes, working conditions and operation methods of the 59 

MEP equipment. Since a lot of MEP documents have been digitalized nowadays, it is possible to 60 

apply IE methods to extract MEP information and develop an MEP knowledge system for IR, 61 

reasoning or Q&A. For example, the rated operating voltage of a certain device can be extracted 62 

from its instruction manual for running condition monitoring. 63 

Nevertheless, there is no existing specific large-scale semantic web for MEP because of lacking 64 

sufficiently effective IE approaches due to the following problems. 1) The IE for MEP engineering 65 

is a tedious task that requires huge workloads on both raw data collecting and processing. 2) Current 66 

IE for common domains mainly relies on deep learning methods, which require large-scale labeled 67 

dataset. However, there is no suitable dataset in the MEP field for deep learning or other supervised 68 

learning methods. 3) IE studies based on deep learning pay less attention on feature engineering 69 

while try to cover all data distributions with one common model. However, the MEP engineering is 70 

a professional field in which the information structure and language representation are much more 71 

complex than common domains, making it more difficult for IE models to cover all those data 72 

distributions. 73 

To solve the above-mentioned problems and provide a novel approach to generate and utilize 74 

engineering domain knowledge, this paper proposes a rule-based approach for IE tasks in MEP field, 75 

including a “snowball” strategy to collect large scale corpora, a suffix matching strategy for NER 76 

and a dependency path matching strategy for RE, so that the MEP domain IE can be processed and 77 
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the MEP semantic web can be established efficiently, with sufficient accuracy and considerable data 78 

size.   79 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A literature review on the IE application for the 80 

construction industry and some popular deep learning methods for common domain IE, as well as 81 

the rule-based IE in section 2. Afterward, the methodology about the whole technological idea and 82 

strategy of this paper is demonstrated thoroughly in section 3. Then, the case study shows the detail 83 

about output and some other statistics for every stage in section 4. A comparison experiment 84 

between some classical deep learning models and our rule-based approach was also discussed in 85 

section 5. Finally, conclusion remarks are presented in Section 6. 86 

2 Literature Review 87 

2.1 IE for the construction industry 88 

IE refers to a text processing technology that identifies specific entities, relationships, events 89 

and other information from natural language texts and forms structured output [1]. More specifically, 90 

IE takes a string of plain text as input and then outputs some structured data related to the topic of 91 

interest to the task. According to the input scale, IE can be further divided into text level extraction, 92 

inter-sentence extraction (paragraph level) and single sentence extraction. In addition, IE is usually 93 

divided into the following sub tasks. 1) NER, which aims to extract from the text the named entities 94 

to represent some specific physical objects such as people, places, institutions, etc., or abstract 95 

concepts such as time, price and index, etc. 2) RE, which aims to obtain the relationship between 96 

the named entities such as a machine within a system, a property of a machine, subclass, instance, 97 

etc. 3) EE is applied to extract multivariate relationships to form a complete event.  98 

These IE tasks are adopted in the construction industry to improve the performance of a building 99 

and the efficiency of management. For example, the automatic compliance checking (ACC) aims to 100 

extract information from the texts in the design standards, instruction manual and so on [5]. For 101 

example, Zhang et al. [6] integrate semantic natural language processing (NLP) and logic reasoning 102 

into a unified system for fully automated code checking. One important task within this process is 103 

to translate unstructured texts into semi-structured or full structured representations while the 104 

specification translation is still considered as the bottlenecks of ACC [7]. Moon et al. conducted the 105 

NLP to automated the construction specification review with NER [8] and further recognize the 106 

bridge damage from inspection reports using NER based on machine learning algorithms [9]. This 107 

kind of document/knowledge retrieval is considered as another hot research interest in the industry 108 

[10]. To improve the accuracy of document retrieval, topic mining in advance is proved to be 109 

feasible [11][12]. The popular topic mining algorithms include latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) [13] 110 

and term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [14]. 111 

The semantic web, which is a typical output of IE, has also been widely studied and utilized in 112 

the construction industry. Paulheim and Heiko [15] claimed that the combination of BIM and 113 

semantic web is an important way to integrate and perfect knowledge in the ACE/FM industry. For 114 

example, to support data sharing and exchange, Terkaj and Šojić [16] proposed an approach to 115 

rewrite Industrial Foundation Class (IFC) files with ontology web language (OWL), to ensure that 116 
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different files can meet the criterion of standard resource description framework (RDF). Similar to 117 

this idea, a fuzzy extension of BIM ontologies with ifcRDF and ifcOWL was designed to support 118 

imprecise knowledge representation and retrieval [17]. Associated with BIM technology, the 119 

semantic web shows greater potential to serve the lifecycle management of buildings. For example, 120 

Kim et al. [18] implemented a collaborative information management framework with a semantic 121 

web within the building operation and maintenance stage. Ding et al. [19] proposed an ontology-122 

based construction risk knowledge management framework by combining construction safety rules 123 

and the BIM environment. Some frameworks were also proposed to integrate the concepts of scan-124 

to-BIM with semantic web to enrich the building information [20], to support specific asset/facility 125 

management functions in an integrated and interactive way [21], and to analyze the spatial changes 126 

of MEP components automatically based on a relational graph [22]. In the aspect of domain 127 

knowledge review and reasoning, Beach et al. [23] implemented a system for experts to define 128 

semantic rules and regulatory compliance systems easily. Zhang and EI-Gohary [24] proposed an 129 

approach to formalize the representation of regulatory and design information in the form of 130 

semantic-based or ontology-based logic clauses to support automated compliance reasoning.  131 

2.2 Common NER/RE 132 

Current popular solutions for NER and RE are mainly based on deep learning. Classical NER 133 

solutions rely on sequence labeling models such as the LSTM+CRF [25]. Currently, some 134 

optimization algorithms have been proposed to improve this basic model. For example, Chiu and 135 

Nichols [26] and Zukov-Gregoric et al. [27] replaced LSTM/RNN with CNN/attention to speed up 136 

the training process. Besides, large-scale pre-trained models like BERT [28] or GPT [29] were 137 

adopted to encode the input, and to add extra features like lexicon [30][31] and syntactic dependency 138 

[32]. There are also researches aiming to improve the efficiency when the sequence labeling model 139 

has numerous classes [33][34].  140 

The relation classification (RC) models, such as CNN [35] and other algorithms using BERT 141 

and self-attention[36] are generally adopted as a solution for RE. The optimization strategy of these 142 

models is similar to the NER while the joint model is an emerging direction to extract entity and 143 

relation simultaneously, avoiding the propagation of error between NER and RE. For example, Li 144 

and Ji [37] proposed a labeling framework based on sequence labeling and Zheng et al. [38] further 145 

optimized this method. The idea of distant supervision [39] is also introduced to RE while it brings 146 

a labeling problem to the task itself. Thus, the de-nosing strategies come up, like the multi-instance 147 

learning [40]. Lin et al. [36] proposed a selector-classifier framework whose idea is to select correct 148 

samples for the classification phase. Some other attempts include modeling selector-classifier as 149 

reinforcement learning [41] and generative adversarial learning [42]. 150 

As shown in Table 1 and Table 2, we summarize the performance of some classical deep 151 

learning solutions as well as their corresponding datasets, and the basic statistical information about 152 

some widely used common domain NER/RE datasets. According to Table 1, joint solutions naturally 153 

show the worst precision since they must consider NER and RE at the same time. Moreover, the 154 

performance of RE is worse than that of NER. The reason might be that RE is more complicated in 155 

classification.  156 

 157 
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Table 1. Representative models of NER/RE with their dataset and performance  158 

Task  Model  Dataset Classes Performance 

NER LSTM+CRF [25] CoNLL-2003 4 F1=90.74% 

Attention+GRU [43] MSRA 3 F1=94.97% 

RE CNN [35] Freebase&NYT (part) 53 precision = 78.3% 

Attention+CNN [36] FreeBase&NYT (part) 53 precision = 72.2% 

RL [41] NYT(part) 53 F1=42%, precision = 64% 

Joint Pipeline joint [37] ACE2005 24 precision = 49.5% 

LSTM [38] NYT 24 F1=52.0% 

Note: F1 = 2 * precision * recall ratio / (precision + recall ratio) 159 

 160 

Table 2. Some common NER/RE datasets 161 

Task Dataset Classes Scale 

NER MUC conference 9 - 

ACE 2004 24 16000 entities 

RE ACE 2004 24 16771 sentences 

TACRED 42 21784 sentences 

NYT10 53 694491sentences (79% NaN relation) 

 162 

2.3 Rule-based NER/RE 163 

Existing rule-based NER/RE solutions are mainly based on hand-crafted rules, especially before 164 

the popularity of deep learning. Both NER and RE rules are mainly designed upon the syntactic and 165 

lexical features, and are considered as efficient, accurate and stable, though these hand-crafted rules 166 

design may at the same time of high cost and time consuming [44]. Take NER as an example, Collins 167 

and Singer [45] proposed a rule-based NER method and reached 91% precision on the MUC dataset. 168 

As for RE, some rule-based researches were proposed from the 1990s to the 2000s and reached 169 

precision greater than 80% [46] [47]. However, the efforts spent on these data preparing processes 170 

are not feasible for large-scale datasets. 171 

The deep learning methods have been developing rapidly in the past decade, thus resulting in a 172 

gradual decrease for studies on rule-based NER/RE. However, deep learning for IE nowadays seems 173 

to enter a bottleneck period and the performance improvement gradually slows down. Take NER 174 

algorithms in Table 1 as an example, compared to the previous researches in 2016 [25], the latter 175 

results in 2020 [43] actually have no significant improvement. Specifically for RE, the performances 176 

of latter researches [36][41] are no better than those of classical models [35]. This problem makes 177 

it difficult to transfer these deep learning studies from common domains to professional domains 178 

where there are few labeled samples [48]. 179 

Hence, there are still many rule-based NER/RE methods proposed in recent years, including the 180 

rule-based NER [49] and RE [50] for common domains. At the same time, rule-based NER/RE 181 

studies have been frequently carried out for the professional fields in recent years. For example, a 182 

pre-processed synonym dictionary was proposed to identify protein mentions and potential genes in 183 

biomedical texts [51], a dictionary-based approach was proposed for NER in electronic health 184 
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records [49] and a rule-based approach was proposed to extract drug information from drug crime 185 

news [52]. It seems that these professional rule-based domains NER reach the high-level 186 

performance compared to those proposed between 1990-2000. 187 

2.4 Summary of the reviews 188 

The above review demonstrates the importance of applying IE and semantic web technologies 189 

to the AEC/FM industry, and a lot of test cases show that knowledge is feasible to level up the 190 

intelligence of the industry. Within the process of IE, algorithms for NER and RE are developing in 191 

two directions, i.e., based on deep learning models and based on rules, respectively, regardless of 192 

common or professional domains. The data-driven knowledge accumulation is popular and 193 

providing satisfying supports to common domains. However, there are still some problems remain 194 

to be solved to further popularize the knowledge engineering in the construction industry, especially 195 

for highly professional domains such as MEP engineering. 196 

It lacks of large-scale dataset for NER and keyword extractions in professional domains. For 197 

example, 300 domain-specific sentences were selected in a typical solution of NER for design 198 

specification semantic enrichment [53], or 262 inspection records and 287 specification clauses for 199 

NER tagging in another study [54]. Moon et al. presented studies using relatively big datasets, i.e., 200 

1650 sentences in 2020 [9] and then 4659 sentences in 2021 [8]. However, due to the scale-limited 201 

dataset, the semantic web and knowledge in some other forms are not versatile and comprehensive. 202 

Though it can be concluded that the semantic web does provide assistance in the construction 203 

industry, especially when it is combined with the BIM environment. However, few studies are 204 

carried out specifically for the MEP engineering. On one hand, there are no relevant labeled datasets 205 

in the MEP domain for the deep learning IE implementation, thus current NER/RE methods for 206 

common domains based on deep learning cannot be adopted directly to the MEP domain. On the 207 

other hand, feature engineering, as well as efficient ways to carry out IE tasks or establish a proper 208 

dataset are not fully considered in most rule-based IE in the construction industry. 209 

According to the above-mentioned problems, this paper proposes a novel rule-based approach 210 

to extract MEP information and establish an MEP semantic web. The approach firstly collects MEP 211 

corpora from the internet using a “snowball” strategy to establish a large-scale domain dataset. Then, 212 

NER based on suffix rules and RE based on dependency path rules are presented to improve the 213 

efficiency and accuracy of the IE tasks. Finally, the approach is adopted to build an MEP semantic 214 

web that consists of 15978 entities and 65110 relationship triples, proving its feasibility. 215 

3 Methodology 216 

The workflow of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1. To build an MEP semantic web, 217 

the MEP corpora should first be collected and preprocessed. Then, the proposed rule-based IE 218 

algorithms are applied to the corpora to match corresponding MEP entities and relationship triples. 219 

NER/RE outputs are further organized to generate the final MEP semantic web.  220 

Basically, this study proposes an approach to extract MEP entities by suffix pattern rules from 221 

sentence segmentation outputs, and the relationship triples extraction is implemented by matching 222 
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dependency path rules. Moreover, to extract relationship triples as well as possible, and to discover 223 

some out-of-pattern triples, 2 ideas called “meta linking” and “path filtering” are proposed, 224 

respectively. Here the out-of-pattern triples refer to those meaningful and useful triples that cannot 225 

be matched by predefined pattern rules. 226 

 227 

 228 

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed IE approach to establish an MEP semantic web 229 

3.1 Corpora collecting and preprocessing 230 

The first step of the approach is to collect MEP plain texts from the internet and generate the 231 

original MEP domain corpora. As mentioned before, the scale of the dataset is essential to build a 232 

satisfying semantic web. Therefore, to get as much data as possible, instead of sticking to specific 233 

data sources, the study proposed a “snowball” strategy to automate the finding process of the data 234 

source from the internet. In this process, the target data sources are not limited to design 235 

specifications but include technical manuals, engineering reports, research literature, etc. as well. 236 

As shown in Figure 2, some essential websites are provided as seed data sources to extract 237 

original corpora in the form of seed keywords. The keywords extraction adopts the NER algorithms 238 

which will be discussed in section 3.2. Then, these keywords are considered as indexes for data 239 

retrieval and provided to portal sites’ search engine. The engines search the linkages within the 240 

websites and redirect to corresponding web page resources according to the indexes and linkages. 241 

Newly extended websites can be found and considered as new seed websites and thus the process 242 

can be repeated.. Normally, authoritative professional portal sites can be considered as the seed 243 

websites for the snowball expansion, like Wikipedia for the English language or Baidu for the 244 

Chinese language. 245 

 246 
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 247 

Figure 2. The snowball strategy for corpora collection 248 

 249 

The corpora collecting process outputs a great number of texts that can be stored in database 250 

or data files. These plain texts are sent for preprocessing to support the subsequent procedures.  251 

As shown in Figure 3, the preprocessing encompasses sentence split and some other basic NLP 252 

tasks including segmentation and dependency parsing. Some effective third-party NLP toolkits, 253 

such as stanfordCoreNLP [55] and LTP [56] have been developed to support this process. This study 254 

utilizes LTP as the upstream NLP toolkit to preprocess corpora and generate segmentations and 255 

dependency parsing results, which are the inputs of the following IE process.  256 

 257 

 258 

Figure 3. Segmentation/dependency parsing and corresponding outputs of the preprocessing 259 

 260 

Segmentation in NLP refers to separating a sentence into a list of sub-strings. Each item of the 261 

list represents a relatively independent entity unit or syntactic unit, with lemmatization. Generally, 262 

sentences in English are separated with the blank space and thus easy to be separated. But still, 263 

lemmatization and words package are needed to get the meta-information of a sentence. However, 264 

there’s no separator in a single sentence in Chinese or Japanese languages and so on. Therefore, the 265 
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segmentation process and toolkit are more important to these languages compared to English. Base 266 

on segmentation, dependency parsing can be further carried out to generate a tree structure called 267 

“dependency tree”, where each node has a certain dependency relationship linking to its parent node. 268 

Figure 3 also gives an example about the process of segmentation and dependency parsing of an 269 

MEP knowledge recorded in a sentence in the form of natural language. The proposed method uses 270 

hyphens to connect related words as segments in segmentation, and then reconnect these segments 271 

into a dependency tree.  272 

3.2 NER based on suffix rules 273 

The workflow of the proposed NER solution is shown in Figure 4. First, the corpora are 274 

separated into a list of segments. During this sub-process, the times that a segment appears in a 275 

sentence or a paragraph should also be recorded. Then build a char suffix tree from this segments 276 

list and calculate the boundary entropy (BE) for every suffix within the tree. If the BE of a suffix is 277 

bigger than a given threshold, the suffix is considered as a candidate for succeeding procedures and 278 

added to the candidates list. These candidate suffixes are manually identified and classified to obtain 279 

the final suffix matching rules. 280 

 281 

 282 

Figure 4. The workflow of the proposed NER solution 283 

 284 

Algorithm 1 Matching Segments to the NER Patterns 

for segment in segments: 

  for pattern in patterns: 

if match(segment, pattern): 

  entity_list[pattern].add(segment) 

  break 

 285 

Detailedly, entity phrases of the same category usually adopt different prefixes to represent 286 

specific identity, but the suffixes are mostly the same. According to this pattern and to match as 287 

many entities as possible with rule patterns, a matching method based on suffix patterns is proposed 288 

by analyzing the lexicon features of MEP entities. Notably, the suffix patterns can be generated from 289 

not only the last word of phrases, but also the sub-strings of the last word. Figure 5 shows a typical 290 

example of this “suffix of suffix” pattern, which can match both “motor” and “generator” by only 291 
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one suffix “.tor”. Base on this idea, regular expressions can be designed for each entity class to 292 

distinguish whether the given segment belongs to a certain entity class or not. 293 

 294 

 295 
Figure 5. Same suffix with different prefixes, in which “.” means a substring of a word. 296 

A path from leaf node to root node generates a named entity, such as the “step-motor” 297 

 298 

After segmentation, the matching method builds a character level suffix tree from all segments. 299 

Figure 6 is an example of a suffix tree generated from a list of four segments {monitor, barrier, 300 

system, mechanism}, where “mechanism” appears 1 time, “barrier” 2 times, “monitor” 3 times and 301 

“system” 5 times. Suppose freq(char) refers to the frequency of the character, then, freq(“t”), 302 

freq(“o”) and freq(“r”) from “monitor” are both 3 as numbered in the figure. Similarly, freq(“e”) 303 

and freq(“r”) from “barrier” are 2. Thus, freq(“tor”) = 3 and freq(“er”) = 2, and the freq(“r”) from 304 

“er” and “tor” is 5. “$” refers to the end of the strings. In this segments list, “tor”, “er”, “tem” and 305 

“sm” can be 4 candidate suffixes. To evaluate which candidate is more appropriate and universal, 306 

the BE of each suffix can be calculated according to Eq (1) and Eq (2). 307 

𝐵𝐸(𝑠𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑥) = − ∑ 𝑃(𝑐|𝑠𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑥) · 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑐∈
𝑠𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑥_𝑝𝑟𝑒_𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟_𝑠𝑒𝑡

𝑃(𝑐|𝑠𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑥)      Eq. (1) 308 

𝑃(𝑐|𝑠𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑥) =
𝑃(`𝑐`+`𝑠𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑥`)

𝑃(𝑠𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑥)
                         Eq. (2) 309 

where BE(suffix) is the boundary entropy of the suffix; P(suffix) is the probability of the 310 

appearance of the suffix, or the appearance number of the suffix in the total number of all suffixes. 311 

`c`+`suffix` means the new suffix generated by combining the letter ‘c’ and the suffix; 312 

suffix_pre_char_set refers the ‘c’ collection that existed in all `c`+`suffix` in the suffix tree. 313 

 314 

 315 

 316 

Figure 6. Example of character suffix tree 317 
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 318 

Higher BE means higher chaos between a suffix and its previous character set, indicating that 319 

the suffix is of higher generality. Hence, an appropriate BE threshold is able to find out general 320 

suffixes. However, it is an unsupervised process and there are no quantitative parameters to evaluate 321 

the threshold while the BE threshold is set to 8e-3 according to our tuning experiment. After this 322 

filtering process, a manual check is also suggested to ensure the rationality of these suffixes. 323 

Finally, considering the characteristics of MEP engineering, the suffixes are manually classified 324 

into 7 categories, i.e., equipment, system, position, component/part, property, style, action/limitation. 325 

More details about these entity classes and suffix pattern examples are shown in Table 3. For 326 

example, the distributing-system is a named entity that recognized by the confirmed suffix 327 

“^.*tem$”.  328 

 329 

Table 3. detail and example about entity class and pattern 330 

Class Description Entity example Regex Pattern 

example 

equipment Ontology or instance about MEP equipment High-speed-motor ^.*tor$ 

system Common MEP system Distributing-system ^.*tem$ 

position Where the equipment/system is Switching-room ^.*room$ 

Component/Part Component or part/area of equipment Valve-outlet ^.*outlet$ 

Property Properties of an equipment or a system Rated-voltage ^.*age$ 

Style What instance it is or how it works  Cooled-option ^.*tion$ 

Action/Limitation Operating action, or limitation of an instance 

of equipment or a system 

Equipotential-bond ^.*bond$ 

Note: “^” and “$” refer to the start and the end of a string, “.” Refers to any character or characters. “*” means that 331 

any times of the previous character can be matched, thus “.*” refers to any sub-string. 332 

 333 

In general, the entity classes can describe most of the important information in MEP corpora, 334 

including the relevant characteristics, attributes, working conditions and operation methods of 335 

equipment. Meanwhile, this definition framework also reflects some relationship information that 336 

can be utilized in RE rules design that will be discussed later. Figure 7 shows some relationships 337 

related to the class “equipment”. For example, if two named entities are extracted in a sentence and 338 

these two entities are classified into “equipment” and “place”, a relationship between these two 339 

entities can be extracted as “where”, referring that the “equipment” is located in the “place”. The 340 

appendix enumerates all the 28 relationships defined by linking entity class pairs. 341 

 342 
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 343 

Figure 7. Some relationships defined by entity classes 344 

 345 

Besides the accuracy and recall ratio of the recognized named entities, the length of entity 346 

phrases also has a significant influence on downstream tasks such as RE. For example, “gasoline-347 

generator” is a legal and specific named entity, while “gasoline” and “generator” can also be two 348 

independent entities in some contexts. Apparently, it will be more difficult to generate relationships 349 

relevant to “gasoline-generator” because its appearances in sentences are much fewer compared to 350 

the separated two entities. Therefore, a “meta linking” idea is adopted in this study that the named 351 

entities are recognized as short as possible. Then, the longer-named entity in RE phase can be 352 

generated by linking several short entities together, like linking the “gasoline” and “generator” to 353 

build “gasoline-generator” in RE step. 354 

3.3 RE based on dependency path rules 355 

The workflow of the proposed RE solution is shown in Figure 8. First, the dependency types 356 

defined in LTP are translated into string patterns. Then establish the dependency tree by analyzing 357 

the dependency relationships within every sentence, followed by generating the dependency paths 358 

for every node pair in the dependency tree and translating the paths into strings as well. Next, regular 359 

matchings are carried out for the paths based on grammatical patterns. For those successfully 360 

matched paths, calculate the lengths of the paths and the proportion of entities. Only the paths that 361 

meet the threshold requirements are confirmed to be relationships between two entities, which are 362 

defined by connecting the start point and end point of the path. If the two entities have their own 363 

entity types, the relationship is defined according to their types, otherwise, defined by grammatical 364 

patterns. 365 

 366 
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 367 
Figure 8. The workflow of the proposed RE solution  368 

 369 

Algorithm 2 Matching Nodes in the Dependency Tree to the RE Patterns 

for tree in denpendency_trees: 

  for node1 in tree: 

for node 2 in tree and node2 != node 1: 

  path = tree.get_path(node1, node2) 

  pstr = path.to_string() 

  for pattern in patterns: 

    if match(pstr, pattern) and len(path) < max_len and entity_prop(path) > threshold: 

      triple_list[pattern].add((node1, node2)) 

      break 

 370 

Within this workflow, the RE rules are proposed to improve the accuracy of information 371 

extraction, based on the dependency tree. The dependency tree can be considered as an undirect 372 

graph, thus the paths between any two nodes in a node pair in the graph are unique. This path is 373 

named as dependency path in this study because it reflects syntactic information in the dependency 374 

tree. For a certain dependency path, the relationships on each edge are extracted and combined into 375 

a string representation. Take Figure 9 as an example, the path from node {thermal} to {device} 376 

emphasized by bold line can be represented as “ATT_SBV_VOB”. 377 

 378 

 379 

Figure 9. A dependency path example is emphasized by the bold line 380 

 381 
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The basic idea of RE matching is to retrieve the candidate entity pairs by dependency path 382 

matching, and then determine whether they have a relationship and what the relationship is. The 383 

proposed method enumerates nodes in the dependency tree in pairs, and then distinguishes whether 384 

their dependency path matches a pre-defined pattern. Because the dependencies are represented by 385 

strings, regular expressions are effective to describe and match dependency paths in the dependency 386 

tree to retrieve the candidate relationship chains. For example, the path shown in Figure 9 doesn’t 387 

match any pre-defined patterns while the path from {thermal} to {deaerator} matches the pre-388 

defined relationship {thermal, attributive (style), deaerator} as “^(ATT_)+$” listed in Table 4. 389 

 390 

Table 4. Some patterns and relationships defined by dependency pattern 391 

Pattern Try to match Example 

^(SBV_)(\W*_)*(VOB)$ Subject-verb-object “deaerator” →“equipped-with”(NO) →“device” 

Redefine as “subject-predicate” 

^(ATT_)+$ A chain of attributive 

decoration 

(*) →“thermal” (NO) →“deaerator” 

Redefine as “prefix attributive” 

^(COO_)(\W*_)*(COO)$ Several things linked 

by “and”, “or”, etc. 

“vessel” →(*) →“deaerator” 

Redefine as “cooperation” 

Note1: “NO” means that it is not an MEP entity; “(*)” means an arbitrary number (including zero) of segments 392 

Note2: Symbols in regular patterns represent the same meaning as Table 3. 393 

 394 

Here are some more details about RE match strategies in this paper. 395 

(1) Filtering strategy. Because the regular expressions only capture the syntactic information 396 

without semantic information about MEP, thus all candidate pairs that match certain patterns need 397 

to be filtered to ensure the data quality, by the following 2 concerns. 1) Overlong paths are dropped, 398 

because if the dependency path is too long, that is, the start node and end node are too far away in 399 

the dependency tree, there is a high possibility that the two nodes are not related. 2) Paths containing 400 

few MEP entities are filtered because too many non-MEP words will bring noises to the outputs. 401 

The NER match rules can be used for this filter idea, and it is named as “path filtering” in this study. 402 

According to our tuning experiment, the threshold configuration is set as follows:  403 

a) Overlong path: contains more than 5 nodes, or 404 

𝐿𝑒𝑛(𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ) = 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 | 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 ∈ 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ) > 5                 Eq. (3) 405 

b) Few MEP words: the proportion of MEP nodes is less than 1/2, or 406 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝 =
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑀𝐸𝑃 | 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑀𝐸𝑃∈𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ)

𝐿𝑒𝑛(𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ)
< 1/2                   Eq. (4) 407 

(2) RE matches based on class definition. Most of the relationship types are generated by 408 

connecting entity classes defined in Table 3. In most cases, it is sufficient to indicate the relationship 409 

by connecting entity classes. There are totally 28 relationships defined by entity classes connection, 410 

and some typical relationships are shown in Table 5. 411 

(3) RE matches based on class definition dependency patterns. Because a small number of non-412 

MEP words are allowed to be involved in RE outputs, it is possible that some relationships cannot 413 

be defined by linking two entity classes. In this case, the pre-defined dependency patterns as shown 414 

in Table 4 and Table 6 can be assigned as the relationship of these two entities. 415 
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Table 5. Some basic relationship classes defined by entity class connection 416 

Relationship Prompt Explanation Example 

Equipment-Place Where the equipment is “generator”→“power station” 

System-Equipment Contain “transformer system”→ “transformer” 

Property-Style Specific description  “DC”→“voltage” 

Equipment-Property Equipment has a certain property “motor”→“voltage” 

Property-Action/Limitation Limitation of physical quality “voltage”→“no greater than” 

  417 

Table 6. Dual dependency patterns defined by LTP 418 

^(SBV_)(\W*_)$ ^(\W*_)(VOB_)$ ^(ADV_)(\W*_)$ ^(FOB_)(\W*_)$ 

^(CMP_)(\W*_)$ ^(COO_)(\W*_)$ ^(ATT_)(\W*_)$ ^(POB_)(\W*_)$ 

^(LAD_)(\W*_)$ ^(RAD_)(\W*_)$ ^(DBL_)(\W*_)$ ^(IOB_)(\W*_)$ 

Note1: The explanations of the short forms are listed as follows. SBV: subject-verb; VOB: verb-object; ADV: 419 

adverbial; FOB: fronting-object; CMP: complement; COO: coordinate; ATT: attribute; POB: preposition-object; 420 

LAD: left adjunct; RAD: right adjunct; DBL: double; IOB: indirect-object. 421 

Note2: Symbols in regular patterns represent the same meaning as in Table 3. 422 

 423 

Points (2) and (3) also give us a good side-effect, which allows the rule-based method to 424 

discover relationship information out of the predefined rules, though these dependency pattern 425 

relationships may contain noise because they allow the existence of non-MEP words. 426 

4 Case Study 427 

In general, an MEP semantic web that contains 15978 entities and 65110 relationship triples has 428 

been established from MEP corpora in this case study, with a precision of about 81% to entities and 429 

75% to relationship triples, respectively. Details on the methodology implementation and 430 

application are described as follows, including data collecting, rule design, algorithm runtime 431 

analysis and output analysis. The last two analyses illustrate some interesting information about 432 

MEP corpora and the semantic web, which will be discussed later. 433 

(1) Data collecting and preprocessing. A total of 65MB (over 270,000 sentences) of Chinese 434 

corpora were collected from the internet, including design specifications (19MB), academic papers 435 

(7MB), web encyclopedias (11MB) and discussions in forums (28MB). Crawler programs were 436 

developed with the environment of python3 and dependency of selenium-python (an open-source 437 

package to manipulate the browser at code level). In detail, 1) 200 academic literatures were 438 

downloaded manually. MEP design specifications were collected from www.jianbiaoku.com by 439 

crawler program. Then the seed corpora were built based on these two data sources. 2) Preprocessing 440 

was applied including analyzing the corpora lexicon and segmentation features, and extracting 4218 441 

keywords (Table 7) such as energy-saving, rated-voltage, air-conditioning-system, etc. as the 442 

original entity keywords. 3) baike.baidu.com and zhidao.baidu.com were selected as target portal 443 

sites and then corresponding crawler programs were developed according to the contents of these 444 

websites. Then the MEP corpora from the web encyclopedias and forums were collected to enrich 445 

the final corpora. 446 

(2) Rule design. After the data collecting was accomplished, a total number of 91 NER rules, 447 

http://www.jianbiaoku.com/
http://www.baidu.com/
http://www.baidu.com/
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in which some of the examples are listed in Table 3, were designed according to corpora lexicon 448 

and segmentation features. On the other hand, 15 patterns in total were defined for RE rules, 449 

including 12 dual dependency patterns defined by LTP in Table 6 and 3 multiple dependency 450 

patterns listed in Table 4, i.e., subject-predicate-object, prefix attributive decoration, cooperation. 451 

Table 7 shows the exact numbers of these patterns.  452 

 453 

Table 7. Detail about rule match 454 

 Entity Triple 

Class equipment system place component/part property style Action/limit overall 

# original 

keywords 

2051 446 126 171 989 184 251 4218 

# pattern 23 6 9 11 17 5 20 15 

# output 4456 973 879 1409 3343 3216 1702 65110 

Precision 82% 84% 72% 74% 84% 92% 72% 75% 

Note 1: “#” means number. For each column of entity, 100 samples are randomly selected and the proportion of 455 

correct samples is then calculated as precision. For triple, 200 samples are randomly selected to calculate the 456 

precision in the same way. 457 

Note 2: Precision of triple contains both the error of NER and RE since the RE depends on NER. 458 

Note 3: The triple’s precision is evaluated without considering the difference between classes. 459 

 460 

 (3) Algorithm running. It took about 1 hour to accomplish the IE process on the 65MB 461 

corpora in this study. As shown in Figure 10, it can be concluded that the extraction speed of the 462 

proposed rule-based algorithm is stable without significant attenuation, indicating that a stable 463 

proportion of new entities/triples can be extracted when new text data is inputted. Therefore, it is 464 

reasonable to expect that much more entities/triples can be extracted if more corpora are collected. 465 

Another conclusion from Figure 10 is that the connection of entities is relatively sparse in MEP 466 

domain. A dense graph requires the number of edges to be the square times of the number of nodes 467 

while Figure 10 shows that the number of edges is only a linear constant time to the number of 468 

nodes. Hence, it is also reasonable to speculate that almost all MEP sentences are carrying the 469 

similar amount of information. 470 

 471 
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 472 

Figure 10. Entity/triple accumulation as algorithm processing 473 

  474 

(4) Algorithm outputs. Table 7 also shows the statistics of the output that totally 15978 entities 475 

and 65110 relationship triples had been extracted. The scale of the NER results is almost the same 476 

as ACE-2004 NER datasets mentioned in Table 2, and the scale of the RE results is much greater 477 

than ACE-2004 and TACRED RE datasets, since a relationship triple corresponds to at least one 478 

sentence. The number of the labeled sentences will increase rapidly if the distant supervision 479 

algorithm was applied. On the other hand, the proposed rule match algorithm also reaches the 480 

average precision, which is about 81% for both NER and RE, as mentioned in section 2.3. Besides, 481 

because the proposed algorithm deals with both NER and RE tasks at the same time, the precision 482 

is better than the NER-RE joint solutions based on deep learning in Table 1. Moreover, Table 8 483 

shows the connectivity statistics of the MEP semantic web generated by the proposed rule match 484 

algorithm. It can be concluded that the semantic web has strong connectivity since it contains a large 485 

subgraph with a size of 14342 entity nodes, which accounts for nearly 90% of all entities. Figure 486 

10, together with Figure 11, illustrate that the whole semantic web is highly centralized, indicating 487 

that the MEP domain has high coupling characteristic. 488 

 489 

Table 8. Connectivity statistics of the established semantic web 490 

Subgraph size Max degree Node with max degree 

14342 1572 system 

16 13 terminal 

6 4 check 

4 3 plug 

Another 23 graph with size = 3 -- -- 

Another 267 graph with size = 2 -- -- 

 491 
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 492 

Figure 11. Degree distribution of the established semantic web  493 

and a highly-concentrated named entity example 494 

 495 

5 Discussions 496 

5.1 In comparison with IE based on deep learning models 497 

As mentioned previously, current deep learning models for common domain IE are not 498 

satisfying in the aspect of performance in the minority language and specific professional domain. 499 

To prove this declaration, labeled datasets were constructed for the training and evaluation of some 500 

classical NER/RE models, by the proposed rule match algorithm. 70% of sentences were utilized 501 

with their corresponding entities/triples outputs to construct the labeled samples for NER/RE 502 

models training, tuning and testing. Then, these NER/RE models were applied to predict new 503 

entities/triples on the rest of 30% corpora (just ignored the rule-based output), with manual precision 504 

evaluation, as the practical prediction. 505 

In detail, the following deep learning models were trained for this comparison experiment: 1) 506 

Non-class LSTM [25] + BERT classification for NER. 2) Residual CNN [35] for RE. Table 9 shows 507 

some statistics of the deep learning models and the proposed algorithm, and 2 conclusions can be 508 

obtained.  509 

(1) Single deep learning model of NER/RE cannot reach the expected performance without 510 

other measures. Supervised learning is under the assumption that all samples in the dataset are 511 

correct. However, according to the manual evaluation, these two deep learning models cannot 512 

achieve enough precisions, even though these precisions are close to their performances in other 513 

NER/RE tasks of general domains as shown in Table 1.  514 

(2) Deep learning models performed even worse in practical prediction than in test datasets. 515 

The reason may be that the datasets used for model training and testing are not covering all the 516 

patterns, and with unavoidable errors while at the same time error propagation has a significant 517 

impact on the performance of the model. Take NER as an example, the precision of the model is 518 

only 51%, much worse than the proposed rule match solution, whose precision is 81%. 519 
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 520 

Table 9. Performance overview 521 

Task Method 
Machine test best case Machine test worst case Manual 

Class Precision Class Precision Macro Precision* 

NER 

LSTM 

+BERT 

equipment 95.77% Component/

Part 

13.89% 51% 

Rule match -- -- -- -- 81% (Improvement=37%) 

RE CNN Equip-prop 68.74% Style-place 12.82% 38% 

 Rule match -- -- -- -- 75% (Improvement=49%) 

Note: Macro precision doesn’t care about which class the sample belongs to.  522 

Improvement = 1 - PrecisionDL / PrecisionRULE 523 

Precision = Count (correct samples) / Count (all samples) 524 

 525 

The reasons why the deep learning models in practical simulation could not reach the expected 526 

results, or in other words, could not fit the datasets well, are summarized as follows.  527 

(1) Mislabeling problem. Some instances may be out of the testing patterns. This problem 528 

causes the assumption of independence and identical distribution to be invalid. However, deep 529 

learning models capture and recognize these patterns in high-dimensional hidden vector space 530 

which cannot be understood easily.  531 

(2) Long-tail problem. Some classes have few instances, thus making the deep learning models 532 

prefer classes with a large number of instances to the others. The impact of this problem can be 533 

alleviated by over-sampling or under-sampling strategies.  534 

(3) Transferring problem. The BERT embedded in NER and RE models was pre-trained by 535 

common domain corpora, which may not capture the features of MEP field texts effectively. This 536 

problem is expected to be addressed by applying fine-tune on BERT (or other pre-trained models).  537 

(4) Limitation of deep-learning-based NLP model itself. Natural language is more complex and 538 

difficult to process compared with structured data, such as data in computer vision. But the BERT 539 

and LTP utilized in this study are far from perfect and still make mistakes. These issues may also 540 

affect downstream tasks of NER and RE. 541 

5.2 Future directions 542 

In general, this paper proposes a rule-based approach to extract information from the 543 

professional MEP domain, with both high execution efficiency and high IE accuracy. The 544 

performance of the proposed approach is also satisfying, especially when compared with the IE 545 

methods based on deep learning. However, the rule-based IE approach still suffers a limit and has 546 

the potential to be improved, including the following points. 547 

(1) Scalability. The biggest problem and technique difficulties that all rule-based methods face 548 

is scalability, since these methods can hardly find out useful information when the input is out of 549 

the predefined patterns. Some scalable strategies adopted in this study, such as fuzzy entity match 550 

by suffix in NER, and the dependency path filter in RE are proved to be feasible to partially solve 551 

this problem. But this limitation still hinders the discovery of brand new NER/RE patterns. New 552 

ideas to improve scalability are needed in the aspect of both strategy and algorithm. 553 

(2) Scale. According to the conclusion obtained in the case study, lots of MEP entities/triples 554 
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can be extracted from corpora with steady growth, and it is reasonable to expect that much more 555 

entities/triples can be extracted if the corpora continue to scale up. Hence, a more effective corpora 556 

collecting strategy should be proposed. Besides, another possible way to scale up the semantic web 557 

is to extract more entities/triples by more patterns from the existed corpora. These patterns can be 558 

either predefined or discovered by algorithms. 559 

(3) Class breakdown. MEP domain encompasses many sub-domains, which can be further 560 

divided into numerous specific classes. For example, “generator” and “motor” can be considered as 561 

2 more specific classes in the electricity domain. Predefining more entity classes should be helpful 562 

to find accurate knowledge. Some statistics machine learning methods like clustering are also 563 

expected to be feasible to deal with this problem. 564 

(4) Dealing with ambiguity and co-referential. Ambiguity means that an entity string may 565 

represent different semantic meanings in various contexts, while co-referential means that some 566 

different entity strings may refer to the same thing. Current NER/RE match strategies cannot solve 567 

these two problems, which however significantly affect the practical utilization of the semantic web. 568 

Referring to the concept of the buildingSMART Data Dictionary (bSDD), a library of object 569 

concepts and their properties that embedded in the solution may be a future direction to find the 570 

right classifications, properties and values within the text contents.  571 

(5) Languages. No universal solution to deal with different languages is one common 572 

challenge for both IE and NLP. In this study, the collected corpora are mostly in Chinese while at 573 

the same time, English corpora have also been collected marginally to test the whole approach. 574 

Fortunately, in the proposed approach, language itself is not a big problem because several mature 575 

toolkits have been developed to carry out the general NLP tasks. The stanfordCoreNLP was adopted 576 

for English corpora and LTP for Chinese corpora. They both worked well to support the succeeding 577 

process and proved that the framework of the proposed approach is feasible regardless of language. 578 

However, it still takes efforts to deal with suffixes and specific patterns in different languages 579 

manually. This problem should be expected to be solved when language translation by artificial 580 

intelligence algorithms becomes more accurate. 581 

6 Conclusion 582 

The MEP domain has accumulated a lot of knowledge and experiences represented in natural 583 

language texts. However, these text-based materials are difficult to be processed and utilized with 584 

traditional methods for a long time. Recently, the semantic web and KG have been considered as 585 

promising technology to utilize information in text forms, once they had been constructed by IE. 586 

However, there is no common but effective way to establish a semantic web for professional 587 

domains, especially for a certain domain (e.g., the MEP domain) with complex domain knowledge 588 

and little labeled data.  589 

With the segmentation and dependency parsing output by third-party toolkits, this paper 590 

proposed a novel approach to extract useful information and build a semantic web for the MEP 591 

domain with hybrid strategies. (1) A “snowball” strategy to collect large-scale MEP corpora. (2) For 592 

NER, a suffix match strategy to distinguish whether the certain segment is an MEP entity or not, 593 

with classification information. (2) For RE, a dependency path match strategy to distinguish whether 594 

the certain segment/entity pair has a syntactic relationship or not, and to clarify what the relationship 595 
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is. (3) The filter/accept strategy for dependency path in RE is also proposed to discover extra useful 596 

entities and relationships which are out of the predefined patterns. According to the proposed rule-597 

based approach, an original MEP semantic web, with about 15000 entities and 65000 relationships 598 

has been established and the extraction precision of the entities and relationships are 81% and 75%, 599 

respectively. Furthermore, a comparison experiment between classical deep learning models and the 600 

proposed rule-based approach was carried out as well, and it proved that the performance of the 601 

proposed approach maintained about 37% and 49% improvement of the precision, compared with 602 

deep learning NER and RE, respectively. In general, the case study and the comparison experiment 603 

proved the necessity and feasibility of the proposed rule-based approach.  604 
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Glossary 791 

IE: information extraction 792 

MEP: mechanical, electrical and plumbing 793 

NER: named entity recognition 794 

RE: relation extraction 795 

EE: event extraction 796 

KG: knowledge graph 797 

IR: information retrieval 798 

Q&A: question answering 799 

HVAC: heating, ventilation and air-conditioning 800 

FM: facility management 801 

AEC/FM: architecture, engineering, construction, and facility management 802 

BIM: building information modeling 803 

IFC: industrial foundation class 804 

OWL: ontology web language 805 

RDF: resource description framework 806 

  807 
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Appendix 808 

28 relationship types define by entity classes linking: 809 

 810 

Index Head entity class Tail entity class Relationship 

1 equipment equipment Equipment 

2 equipment system Equipment in a system 

3 equipment position Equipment in a place 

4 equipment component/part Component of an equipment 

5 equipment property Property of an equipment 

6 equipment style Style of an equipment 

7 equipment action/limit Action or limitation of an equipment 

8 system system Systems 

9 system position System in a place 

10 system component/part Component of a system 

11 system property Property of a system 

12 system style Style of a system 

13 system action/limit Action or limitation of a system 

14 position position Positions 

15 position component/part A component in a place 

16 position property Property of a position 

17 position style Description of a position 

18 position action/limit Actions in or limitation of a position 

19 component/part component/part components 

20 component/part property Property of a component 

21 component/part style Style of a component 

22 component/part action/limit Action or limitation of a component 

23 property property Properties 

24 property style Description of a property 

25 property action/limit Property related to action or limitation 

26 style style Styles 

27 style action/limit Style of an action 

28 action/limit action/limit Actions or limitations 

 811 

15 relationship types defined by dependency pattern are shown in Table 4 and Table 6. 812 


